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Trust issues in paradise

This is one I just revisted on youtube and is always one of my favourite videos, As well as the write up
underneath the video is pretty accurately assessed, it is also superb in what it is telling psychologically.

Video stored here

Trust issues in paradise – Jacque Fresco Will Not Say He Trusts Peter Joseph Merola

From: Anon15Allofus | 24 June 2010  | 482 views

This is a recent interview taken in London by Charlie from the Love Police and his team,
on inspection Charlie pressed jacque for some answers and Jacque gave some curious
answers and even more curious non answers.
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Trust is something earnt, and it appears even after all Peter Joseph Merola has done for
Jacque Fresco, promoting his work, promoting his videos, promoting his models,
promoting his project he is still not worthy of giving his trust. He avoids this question by
making out like scientists dont use the word trust. very pseudo scientific answer in the first
place but also a very clever way of avoiding answering a yes or no question.

Funnily though even when pressed a second time he was given another chance to simply
say yes, but again he denied answering further compounding the fact he will not state he
trusts him. Then says people have varying levels of trust in certain areas, implying that he
only trusts peter to do certain things and only those things.

Interestingly his examples are knowledge in science and personal skills, and he gives low
scores on both, 10% and 30% respectively.

Any psychologist can see from his evasive behavior and body language he is not
comfortable answering the question, and is not prepared to say yes. Which for someone
who has benefited immensely from Peter Joseph Merola’s promotion of him in monetary
income should of been an easy one to answer, yes would of been useful because Jacque
would be unheard of without Peter.

So Peters role as a person promoting Jacque to get him money is all that he is there for and
is not to be trusted for anything else.

I have to say this one really gives away the underlying relationship Jacque Fresco and Peter Joseph Merola
have with one another and how little respect and trust Fresco has for Merola.

Ah the trips down memory lane are funny sometimes, hope you enjoyed that post as much as I did. haha
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6 Responses to “Trust issues in paradise”

1. seriously? pj is just a parasite and an opportunist, jaques can’t be so stupid as to miss this.

Jaques doesn’t trust pj… not really any shocker there… would you trust pj if you were him? Obviously not.

No matter how many good things pj has done over all hes screwed jaques royally by mis representing him.

 prometheuspan said this on January 26, 2011 at 9:25 pm | Reply

2. Yeah I dont care if he doesnt trust him, I just think its really funny how telling this video is and how it undermines Merolas value to Jacque for all
the world to see.

 anticultist said this on January 27, 2011 at 12:48 am | Reply

3. He actually awnsers perfectly acording to his personality. Jaques belives in science above everything else and he is right in that trust is’t used in
science. Either you have the facts and can prove it or you dont, a scientist doest trust you on your word alone. perhaps the reporter should have
asked, do you think pj’s effords have been good for the project. it was the reporter who actualli failed to refrase his question.
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 Håkan Sundberg said this on February 8, 2011 at 5:46 pm | Reply

Jacque answered perfectly from a psychology perspective…jacque is not that smart.

 anticultist said this on February 10, 2011 at 11:07 am | Reply

4. Considering the Zeitgeist Movement is the activist arm of the Venus Project, I don’t see why he could have just said “yes” by praising Dr. Peter
Joseph some more and say that they are trying to use the scientific method for social concern. So, it’s not the reporter’s fault.

LoL

Yeah AC, that was one of my favorite videos too.

 BranManFloMore said this on February 10, 2011 at 11:00 pm | Reply

5. [...] this cult to be the activist arm for them. This may explain why Jacque Fresco doesn’t trust him and perhaps explains why he gets troll [...]

 The Name Change Refusal « The Zeitgeist Movement Examined said this on March 4, 2011 at 8:56 am | Reply
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